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Considered implication of NHS England revised financial guidance
Despite comparable good performance, reviewed Clostridium Difficile (C.Diff) action
plan
P&DG supported the proposal to address format for future PLIs
P&DG noted the overall ambition and direction of travel for the Sheffield Health and
Social Care system

Assurance Framework (AF)
Assurance Framework Number: 1.3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.5
How does this paper provide assurance to the Governing Body that the risk is being
addressed?
 Improved patient experience and access to care
 Ensuring sustainable, affordable, health care systems
Is this an existing or additional control; Existing
Equality/Diversity Impact
Has an equality impact assessment been undertaken? No
Which of the 9 Protected Characteristics does it have an impact on?
There are no specific issues associated with this report.
Public and Patient Engagement
None required.
Recommendations
The Governing Body is asked to note the update.
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1.

Introduction

This paper sets out the current key issues being addressed by the CET and the P&DG and
provides a forward look to potential commissioning issues that will need to be addressed or
will be subject to further work and involvement of the committee.
1.1

Commissioning Executive Team (CET)





1.2

Planning and Delivery Group (P&DG)







2.

Considered implication of NHS England revised financial guidance
Agreed the “basket” of services to be delivered as enhanced services from primary
care
Despite comparable good performance, reviewed Clostridium Difficile (C.Diff)
action plan
Agreed process and timeline of evaluation of the Care Planning service.

Noted paper on North Freed Up Resources (FURS) schemes, and approved a bid
for the implementation of a community based liaison nurse and assistant
Agreed to the proposals for jointly funded Specialist Training year 4 Pilot scheme
Supported the proposal to address format for future PLIs
Noted the overall ambition and direction of travel for the Sheffield Health
and social care system
Received and commented on an update from the Mental Health, Learning
Disabilities and Dementia portfolio team
Discussed format, attendance and desired outcomes for the first Cross Team
P&DG session taking place 1 April 2014.

Recommendation

The Governing Body is asked to note the report.

Ian Atkinson
Accountable Officer
March 2014
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